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(Note To Readers
IIIWITH THIS ISSUE we welcome Jerry Banner and
Miriam Dyak as regular,
monthly contributors. Both
have sufficiently busy
lives without this added
deadline, and we appreciate the time made for contributions to this publication. And since most of
us are familiar with their
previous articles, we're
sure many readers share
our welcome.

*

*

*

*

IIIMainely Gay now has a
Poetry Editor ! If you
have any contributions
you'd like to share with
the rest of us, mail them
in and we'll make sure
they get good exposure.

*

*

*

*

IIINobody reads the "Who We
Are" page (except the FBI),
which is fine with the MG
staff, but we'd like to
point out the existence of
our all-purpose, multifaceted disclaimer ("The
official positions and
policies of Mainely Gay

are contained only in its
editorials.~.etc.) We suppose that the majority of
publications have discla imers to protect them legally
(i.e. $), but we have our's
because we do print points
of view which, at times,
turn us off. As for allaying legal problems (i.e. ¢)
we're sure that af ter our
assets were calcul ated , no
aggrieved party would bother
hassling us .•.

*

*

*

*

IIAs noted in this Ill:)nth's
Kitchen· Sink, the Philadelphia Weekly Gayzette has
ceased publication, to be
followed by a new endeavor
called "New Gay Life: A
Monthly Journal." We'll
miss the Gayzette (they always seemed to have an article or two worth reprinting
herein) and we wish them
well with "New Gay Life ••• "~
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[EDITORIAL
Symposium time is here
again. This will be the
fourth annual Maine Gay
Symposium, to be held for
the third time in the
Bangor-Orono area.
The reason for holding
it there is a very good
one: money. Every Symposium except the first
one has been funded in
large part by grants from
the Student Senate of the
University of Maine at
Orono. It takes a good
two thousand dollars to
put on a Maine Gay Symposium: building use has
to be paid for, security
personnel have to be
hired (in view of prevalent barbaric attitudes
towards homosexuality),
speakers' expenses must
be paid, not to mention
the cost of dinner, the
dance, and all those
doughnuts and coffee,
etc., ad inf., ad naus.
Ticket sales and donations from various benefactors help, but a large
fraction of the cost is
paid for by those grants
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from the Student Senate. Not
unnaturally, the Senate requires that its money be
spent in the Orono-Bangor
area, so that the University
students and personnel may
(hopefully) partake of the
learning experience.

We would like to thank the
Orono Student Senate for
their funds, and also to drop
a hint to people from other
parts of the state. Orono is
a pleasant place, but we
think many of us, including
members of the Wilde~stein
Club (who get to do most of
the work whenever the Symposium is in their area) would
like to see.other parts of
Goddess's Country now and
then.
So let's hustle some bread,
folks, if you'd like to distribute the honor of hosting
our ste+ling presence to
other parts of the Pine Tree
State.
See you in Bangor on the
25th

of MarchLa. ~

(FEEDBACK
Dear MG,

]
and the balance as a donation

Enclosed find our check
for renewal of our subscription to Mainely Gay.
We find the new "handle
quite appropriate.
11

Your publication continues to be a source of useful information and inspiration, especially since
we have just moved from the
New England area. The Gay
groups here, in so far as
they exist, have a long way
to go before they can boast
the achievements you already left behind.
We certainly look forward
to receiving Mainely Gay
each month.
Sincerely,
Jan Joseph
Lexington, Ky.

We are active attending
the monthly meetings of the
Parents of Gays [POG] in New
York and also have been invited to speak to Gay groups
at Rutgers and Princeton and,
last week, at a newly-formed
· group at Trenton State College. We met at the residen0€
of the College's Catho lic
Chaplain, Father Inghi lterra.
He mentioned to Floyd that he
has counselled with Chaplains
of the National Guard.
We would like very much to
attend the Maine Gay Symposi-·
um IV in Bangor, but our work
schedules are busy at that
time of the year. We are
planning a trip to Los Angeles this fall to visit with
Steve. I'm hoping to meet
some POGs while out there.

our best regards to all,
Evelyn Bull
Cranberry, N.J.

*
Dear MG,
We have enclosed a check
for $20 to renew our subscription .to Mainely Gay,

*

*

*

(more FEEDBACK on next page]
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Dear MG,
I would appreciate it if
you would print this letter
in the next issue of your
publication.
This March 25, 26 & 27th
at the Symposium in Bangor
I would .like to see more
professional people--doctors, lawy ers, dentists,
executives--in attendance.
These are the people who
are Gay and have made it
in life. Their insights
and opinions could be valuable to others.
These people are all over
This I know for a
fact! Why is it that they
won't attend and share
their wisdom? I am a professional and I have attended before and I plan
to attend this year.
Maine.

So how about all you
other professionals attending and making this year's
Symposium an extra special
success.
Sincerely,
A friend in
Cumberland
County, Me.•
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HELP!
The Maine Coalition for

Human Rights is working
right now to get a Gay
rights bill passed in this
session of the Legislature
that would make it illegal
to discriminate against Gay
people in employment, housing, public accomodation
and credit.

Any donations that you can
spare will help the Coali~
tion organize people and lobby with the legislators in
Augusta.
Think about contributing
now ••• next week may be too.

late.
Maine Coalition for Human
Rights (MCHR)
PO Box 2242
. Augusta, Maine 04330
THANKS!~

[

NEWS .SHORTS

WASHINGTON (New Wome.n'o Thnu)
;: On February 8, 1977,
Margaret "Midge" Costanza,
Presidential Assistant for
Public Liaison, met with
representatives from the
National Gay Task Force.
For the first time in this
country's history, Lesbians and Gay men were
heard by a top-level official at the White House.
'l'he meeting involved discussion of issues including official discrimination in the military, immigration, naturalization and
the Internal Revenue Service tax-deductible status.
Costanza has indicated that
another meeting will be
held on March 26th. NGTF is
forming a ten-person delegation who will be able to
provide "expertise in various areas to be discussed."
BOSTON (Gay Commu.ru:ty Newt,) -The three Gay rights bills
before the Massachusetts
legislature have been
- numbered .and assigned to
committees. H.3677, which
would add the . term "sexual
pr~f erence'" to the Mass.

J

Commission Against Discrimination, is currently pending in the Commerce and
Labor Committee. H.367~,
which would enact anti-discrimination protections for
civil servants, has been assigned to the Public Service
Committee, while H.3751,
popularly called the the
Consenting Adults Bill , has
been referred to the Judiciary Committee.
SAN FRANCISCO

(Ne.wt>WU:t)

--

Protection of Gay people
against employment discrimination is the prerogative of
the state legislature, the
Court of Appeal ruled Jan.
4, denying relief to four
men who claimed they were
the victims of bias at Pacific Telephone Company.
"The
legislature has not determined that employment discrimination on the basis of
sexual orientation is contrary to the public policy
of the state of California,"
said the appeal court decision.
"We see no reason to
establish such a rule by
judicial order," it continued. The case had been

brought on behalf of the
plaintiffs by the Gay Law
Students Association, the
Society for Individual
Rights, and the Pride
Foundation, among others.
YORK {The. Advocate.} -The FBI investigated the
New York Chapter of the
National Organization for
Women for more than seven
years, despite local FBI
recommendations that the
investigation be cancelled because there was "no
evidence of the organization being influenced or
infiltrated by the CP
[Communis t Party] or of
the organizations participating in or having any
interest in anti-Vietnam
and other New Left activities."
NEW

TUCSON (Ne.w6 .fJr..am NGTF) -On February 7, 1977, TUcson, Arizona, became the
39th community in the
United States to pass a
Gay civil rights bill. It
was the second community
to pass such legislation
this year, following the
Dade County, Florida ordinance. The Tucson bill,
which passed unanimously
by the newly-elected
seven-member City Council,
is also one of the most
comprehensive such bills
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in the nation. It forbids
both public and private discrimination on the basis of
"sexual or affectional preference or marital status"
in the areas of employment,
housing, public accomodation,
credit, lending and insurance. It also bars personal
discriminatory practices and
aiding and abetting such
·
practices and, unlike most
other cities with Gay-rights
legislation, empowers the
city attorney to prosecute
rather than requiring those
di s criminated against to appeal to the local Human
Rights Commission. Spearheading the fight for the
bill was the Tucson Gay Coalition including Kathy Hemsler, a former member ' of the
city's Human Relations Commission: Michael Cebulski
and Rick Wilson. According
to members of the Coalition,
a factor which spurred the
Gay community to action on
behalf of the bill, and influenced members of the Council to support Gay rights,
was the recent brutal murder
of a Gay man by a gang of
teenagers and the controversial sentencing of the culprits to probation and what
amounted to a reprimand from
the judge.
CONCORD (Po!Ltla.nd PlieM HCU!.O.lcl)
Three New Hampss.ire state

senators filed legislati on
on Feb. 18 to prohibit "pub.lie consorting by homosexuals." The senators sa id
they were concerned abou t
what they te r med "tawdry
militancy being shown by
homosexuals in their consorting in publ i c places . "
The bill i s spon s ored by
Nashua Sens. D. Alan Rock
and John McLaughlin and
Goffstown Sen. Robert B.
Monier. "The thrust of the
legislation," the senators
said in a joint sta tement,
"is to e l iminate from public v i ew, and the r e for e
from public obse r va tion,
a ny s uch unnat ural ac t ivities."
OTTAWA (NW.6 Re.le.cue. nil.om
the Nw.ona.l Ga.y R,i,ght.6 Coili:ti..on [NGRC]) -- Member
organizations of the National Gay Rights Coalition .picke ted Canadian
Broadcasting Company (CBC)
buildings in six cities
across Canada the weekend
of Feb. 19-20 to protest
the CBC's national policy
of refusing public service
announcements from Gay
groups. The national pro- test began with a noon-hour
demonstration in Halifax,
Feb. 17. The other pickets, in Montreal, Ottawa,
Toronto, Winnipeg and Van-

couver, all took place on
Saturday, Feb. 19. The CBC
po licy of rejecting announce~
rnents f r om Gay organizations _
was confirmed rec e ntly on a
national basis f ollowing an
intervention filed before
the Canadian Radio Television and Telecommunic ations
Commission (CRTTC) by the
Gay Alliance for Equal ity , a ·
Halifax group, during hearing s on t he re newal of t he
broadcasting lic.e nse of CBH,
the CBC's Halifax outlet . I n
making its intervention, the
Gay Alliance for Equality
protested that CBH' s refu sal
to accept a public service
announcement for t he org anization's telephone couns elling service constituted
discrimination again s t homosexuals. As the result of
the intervention, the CBC
promised to review its policy. In a letter to the
Halifax group outlining the .
results of its policy review,
a CBC official stated, "it
is felt that the request of
your organization represents
subject matter that is still
considered controversial by
our audiences and therefore
we must continue to apply
our policy and refuse your
request in the area of public service announcements.
WASHINGTON (NeP.}¢l.e;t;tvr. 06 Ga.y~
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On. :the Hill) -- Rep. Edward
Koch has introduced the
National Gay civil rights
bill, H.R. 2998.
The bill
would amend the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 by adding the words "affectional
or sexual preference" to
each list of human conditions for which people can
not be discriminated
against.
LEBANON, PA

( PhJ.l.a.ddpMA. Gay

NeJ,1,J6) -- A gift of two books

on Gay subjects, following
the suicide on Sept. 5, 1976,
of a troubled Gay teenager,
was rejected by a committee
of the school board here.
The Pennsylvania Rural Gay
Caucus Education Committee
was informed by letter on
Jan. 4 that the Lebanon
High School Board had rejected a gift from the
Caucus of the two books,
The Gay Mystique by P.
Fisher and Lesbian/Woman
by Del Martin and Phyllis
Lyon, intended for the
school's library.
The gift
was an effort by the Caucus
to provide, at least in the
library, a positive view of
Gayness to the students of
the school where the admittedly Gay student was to attend.
The student, Kenneth
Myers, 16, took his life
after complaining of the
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~arassment he was receiving
in school.
The principal of
the .school, in refusing the
books, told a representative
of the Caucus, "Schools today are deluged by special
interest groups which forget
that the school's duty is to
provide an education."
TALLAHASSEE, FL
(Ga.y Corrwnwi,Uy
New~) -- Florida State government employees have been
spied on for more than a
year by a private investigator to determine if any were
Gay, reports the St. Pe.tvu,buJtg T,i.mu. According to the
newspaper's report, Executive Director Jack Dodd of
the Florida Public Service
Commission hired the detective to tap phone lines and
rifle through agency wastebaskets to search for evidence.
In addition, Dodd
reportedly paid a Public
Service Committee mail clerk
to eavesdrop on phone conversations in an attempt to confirm allegations that highrankin0,_ state employees ·
might be Gay.
However, PSC
chairperson Paula Hawkins
was appalled to learn of the
activities.
"This isn't the
SS, " she exploded.
"There's
no excuse for Nazi tactics
like these."•

MAINE HUMAN RlfiltTS AMENDMENT UPDATE
As mentioned in this space last month, an Amendment to
the Maine Human Rights Act, which would prohibit discrimination in jobs, housing, and credit on the basis of sexual or
affectional preference, has b~en introduced into this year's
legislative session by the Maine Coalition for Human Rights.
(Member groups of the Coalition are the Maine Gay Task
Force, Maine Lesbian Feminists, National Organization for
Women, Maine Chapter, and the Maine Civil Liberties Union.
The House sponsors are Reps. Jerry Talbot and Larry Connolly, both Portland Democrats.)
As this issue of Mainely Gay goes to press, we are
waiting for the Legislative Research committee to assign an
L.D. (Legislative Document) number to the Bill.
Until the
more identifying L.D. number is known, the legislation will
continue as simply "A Bill to Amend the Human Rights Act."
A press conference is scheduled for the early part of
March, at which time the proposed bill may make some "media
waves" a6ross the state; both in support and opposition.
Needless to say, the period of time between the opening
press conference and the date of the final House vote on
the Bill (probably in mid-April) will be crucial for the
proposed act.
Coalition members expect strong opposition
from the several large conservative religious organizations
and from regressive politicians and various newspapers that
have taken homophobic editorial positions in the past.
The Maine Gay Task Force will shortly be distributing
thousands of "fact sheets" that will list legislator's addresses, phone numbers and the towns comprising their districts.
From this sheet, persons will know whom to contact
in Augusta for the purpose of showing citizen support . for
this legislation.
Coalition spokespeople will shortly be
presenting the case for the Bill in the state's media.
For
more information on how you can get involved, please call
th~ Maine Gay Task Force (Portl~nd) at 773-5530.A
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THE SYMPOSIUM COMETH
Maine Gay Symposium IV wi ll be held at Bangor Community
College (in Bangor, natch) in the Student Union on 25-27 of
March (Friday even ing-Sunday). The schedule will follow the
traditional forma t.
Registration will be Friday night and
Saturday morning.
There will be a coffee house Friday
night .
Poets a nd musicians are urged to share their talents
with Symposium goe rs.
Satu r d a y morning, there will be keynote speeches, followed by wo r kshops.
Speakers this year are Karla Jay and
Jo hn Paul Hudson, both noted Gay writers and activi sts.
Saturday evening, there will be a vegetarian dinner, catered
by Fig o ' My Heart restaurant, whose food, we are informed
by Oroni a ns, is excellent. After the dinner will be a
dance.
Workshop topics will include some old favorites, and
some topics new to Maine symposia. A sample of titles:
"Coming Out,"
"Gay Parents," "Ageing and Ageism," "Lesbian
Sexuality," "In Search of the Usable Gay Past." Of .special
interest will be a session on the forthcoming Gay rights
amendment to the Maine Human Ri ghts Act.
On Sunday morning, there will be a brunch, featuring
baked goods donated by Gay people attending the Symposium.
If you can bake some breakfast goodies, please bring them.
Bring the recipes also; Mainely Gay is collecting them for
a c ookbook to be published sometime this year.
There are two things the planning committee needs
~reatly: housing and child care.
If you can provide sleeping space within commuting distance of Bangor, please do.
If you can possibly give half an hour or an hour of your
time to tend t~e children, please do also, so their parents
can enjoy the Symposium.
Registration blanks can be found in this issue.
The
Symposium is the yearly Gay event in Maine.
Come meet your
sisters and brothers and have a good time.
See you there!•
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AGEISM WORKSHOPS foR MEN
SYMPOSIUM:- WHY

Two

AT

FORTHCOMING

OF THEM?

By 1Ucho.Jt.d Stunman

Some of those attending Maine Gay Symposium IV at Bangor Community College, March 25-27, 1977, may be puzzled as
to why the program lists two workshops entitled "Aging" and
"Ageism among Gay Men." One of these is reserved for men
who did not take part in a similar experience a year earlie~
As for the other one, the explanation had its origins in a
distinctly open and trusting encounter which was shared by
roughly 30 men in a workshop with the same name at Maine
Gay Symposium III in Portland, almost a year ago.
On the final day of that Symposiwn--a morning too
early for people who had attended the successful dance the
night before--roughly a third of the participants had started out to attend a workshop on a different theme.
They
ended up in the "Aging" workshop by default because the
other one had been cancelled. Despite this, all of those
.present moved easily and rapidly into creating an atmosphere
conducive to honest talks about blocks to entering into r elationships with older men. Aided by group support, some
of the older as well as younger men acknowledged this as
their personal "hang-up." Conversely, one or two younger
men who denied any ageism in their behavior with fellow
Gays were constructively challenged by the group.
Consideration was given to alternative kinds of relationships which could include older Gays. The problem
faced by the group in this regard was that often, once older
Gay men are excluded from consideration as potential sexual
partners, they are also often left out of social, non-sexual
interactions as well. To make matters worse, the Gay male
community may be under increasing pressure to limit participation in social gatherings to those usually regarded as
sexually attractive. As supporting evidence, a member of
the group reported an attempt on the part of at least one
Boston Gay bar to systematically exclude "fats, fems and
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· older Gays."
Members found , it hard to believe that the honest and
t r us ting discussion--short on confrontation, long on introspection--had stretched out over three hours. About
halfway through, one youthful member found it possible to
risk revealing a recent experience. For the first {and
only} time in his life he had slowly acceded to the longings of a man in his fifties. The young man had been surprised at the pleasure which his older partner had been
able to give him. This report made quite an impression
upon the group . Gradua lly, during the balance of the workshop, an informal pact began to emerge: over the course of
the year ahead members of the group, of all ages, would
strive to open themselves up to interactions, whether sexual or not, which represented an increment over what they
had previously been able to experience with Gays of differing ages.
It was agreed that those wishing to would report back
to each other on their endeavors a · year hence. Therefore
one of the workshops has been set aside for this purJ?OSe at
Bangor.•
{Editor's note: Richard Steinman- is a Professor of Social Welfare
at the University of Maine, Portland-Gorham. He was a Keynote
Speaker at last year's Symposium.]

BALLROOM DANCING INSTRUCTION
G1tou.p

Olt

p!U.va.te le.M,OtU

S:tude.na will be.. :tcw..ght :to lead

and 6oUow
LOUIS SIROIS STUDIO 60 LYMAN ST.
WESTBROOK, MAINE 854-2282
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LETTERS TO THE GAY INSIDER
By

John Pa..ul Hudoon

Recently I was asked:
I do have one question about homosexuality. I wish you would
answer for me, please. It concerns the queen type. I can see two men
loving each other as man for their masculine qualities. I can even .see
the queen's side, wanting to be a woman. But what puzzles me is the
Gay man's being attracted to a queen. If you want a man, get a man,
if you want a woman, get a woman , but how is one attracted to something
that looks like one thing and is another? Is the attraction to . drag
the outer femininity or the male body underneath? What?

The questions in the above paragraph extracted from a letter written by the late Jane Ouelette of Cleveland are based on such deep cultural misconceptions and assumptions that a whole book could be written
on them. In fact, at least one classic has been devoted to masculine/
feminine qualities, male and female role-playing, the man-woman identity
thing: Margaret Mead's Male and Female.
Except for severe limitations in her concepts of functioning homosexuality, Mead has given us the definiti-iie study on what constitutes
Manhood and Womanhood in various societies. The fact that the concepts
differ radically proves, of course, her profound allegation that "Wornen •.. make human beings, but only men can make men." In other words,
if you give a genital male a certain role model and tell him that he
must live up to it or be considered deficient, and you call that role
model "man," the genital male who is most adaptable--or perhaps the
most malleable, even stupidest--will become a Man • . The same thing applies to the process by which a genital female becomes a Woman.
Man and Woman are defined by society. Thus, I eschew both labels
when into a more than superficial discussion of an individual's uniqueness or potential. I can accept only that a person is genital male or
genital female, for openers; that is all that fundamentally distinguishes that person from the so-called opposite sex. Furthermore, I can
handle it if a genital male calls himself--or wishes to be considered-a Woman. A senit'al male can do all the things a Woman can do except
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procreate. He can walk a certain way, dress a certain way, develop
mann.e risms, points of view and mindsets that are societally described
as "womanly." Or "feminine." He can be separated from the cultural
creation called Woman only by his differing genitalia and reproductive
organs in general. I believe, and so does anthropologist Mead, though
she has spent no time as far as I know studying Western transvestites
(or drag queens). And the same thing goes for genital females who
would identify as Men.
When Jane admits she can understand "two men loving each other
as men for their masculine qualities," she is recognizing the most
obvious kind of Man Chauvinism: narcissism. Two males who have "succeeded" in becoming Man figures in our society--at whatever personal
cost emotionally and however great the loss of their individual mode
of self-expression-•see their likeness in one another, admire the
achievement, as
advanced Mason admires what rituals another has
commit ted to memory and survived, and embrace the image.

an

In saying that she "can ·see" such attraction as "natural," Jane is
admi tting that a Man's preference for a carbon copy Man is preferable
to heJt than one Man's demeaning himself to desire an inferior creature:
Woman. For inherent in such a statement--and such a mutual admiration
setup--is the very 'essence of sexism: the elevation of one person over
another in worth (and, consequently, self-esteem) due to the absence or
presence of a cock and balls. Also implied is that if one has male
equipment, one ought to act in a certain way--just as if he were outfitted with wings, or X-ray vision, or a club foot, for that matter.
In a land where club feet are considered advantageous and where one .is
fortunate enough to have a club foot, one should therefore limp.
Jane's comprehending a "queen's ..• wanting to be a woman" is more
complex and requires a subtler understanding of human nature. She is
aware that certain males find the traits "assigned" to Womanhood appealing, that they might wish to be tender, gentle, mercurial, yielding. That they might also enjoy the caress of sensual fabrics, the
fragrance of cosmetics, the games and intrigues and vanities permitted
to Women. But she is lost at beholding a !'Gay man's being attracted to
a queen~" that is, someone sartorially different from him. And if.
clothing is the hieroglyph of one's inner self, as many of us who object to dress regulations entirely believe, then the person who dares
wear what is proscribed is defiant, unconventional, neither fish nor
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fowl, or, perhaps Woman instead of Man, and that is disagreeable, if
not disgusting. Jane, like so many Gaymale s {s ic] as well as straight
persons, is revealing a limited grasp of what the New Free Gay Order
has to offer. That is freedom in diversity.
In a truly pluralistic society, one's options would be numerous
and unpredictable, polarizations would occur not on the basis of the
package or the obvious signals, but rather on a highly evolved system
of selection. Dress would be immaterial (and if one carries that pun
through, she or he comes, eventually, to nudism, the "great leveler").
Androgyny would loom as the ideal. That advanced state wherein masculine/feminine will have faded a.way. The attraction will then be to
neither the drag, be it Man drag or Woman drag, nor to the "male body
underneath." It will be to the peJt.6on.
Meanwhile, though, one has to admit to people like Jane that
there aJLe those males--Men--who cannot or will not express their homosexual urges toward any but a female symbol--Woman, even though "she"
be a genital male. And that is why some homosexual males are attracted
only to feminized genital males.
What the perplexed Janes of this world, many Gaymales and most
straight males (or Men) could richly profit from in liberating themselves from role assignments and limitations in relating imposed by Old
Order standards of appearance and behavior is a study of Mead's book
and a pamphlet entitled Unbecom,[ng Men. This remarkable little document is available for $1.75 from Times Change Press~ Penwell Rd., Washington, N.J. 07882.A
(From a recent issue of the publication Flash. Reprinted by permission. John Paul will be a Keynote Speaker at Maine Gay Symposium IV, in Bangor on Saturday, March 26, 1977.]

SYMPOSIUM FLASHBACK
By John F1t..ank

It seems so long ago now that we, the Lesbians and Faggots of Maine, were the unwitting cause and focal point for
general panic and trauma for the media, the public, and the
political and religious establishments in this state. It
was warned by the Self-Righteous Reverends Bubar, Frankland
and Gass (Bangor's answer to Larry, Curly and Moe) that
Orono was becoming a "Mecca for homosexuals*" and warned all
good citizens to protect their children from Wilde-Stein's
policy of "recruitment and enslavement." That was also the
year that Rep. Louis Jalbert got up before the Maine House
of Representatives and presented that body with a milliondollar bribe: withhold state financial support from the
university until the Board of Trustees rid that institution
of the "bunch of fags" (his words, quoted by the Legislative
Record). That was the year of the first Maine Gay Symposium:
1974.
The Symposium itself was a high for the approximately
250 people who attended, many of whom had never before been
with ·so many other Gay people ••• the air was electric with
love and strength. Being inexperienced with carrying off
such things, the Symposium I organizers imported much of the
talent from Boston and New York to speak to the press, facilitate workshops, etc. The week before, the late Dr.
Howard Brown, founder of the National Gay Task Force,
vi sited, spoke to the media, and gave us the encouragement
we needed at the time to persevere. Keynote speakers at the
Symposium were Nathalie Rockhill (then of NGTF) and Morty
Man ford (then of Gay Activists Alliance, NYC). Others facilitating workshops included Loretta Letman, Sheri Barden,
Vito Russo, Bruce Voeller and Lois Johnson.

* Unfortunately, this did not come to pass • .I believe that honor is
currently being fought for by a Moscow, Idaho fundamentalist minister
and a Miami Beach orange bird-lady/obscure singer/ex-Miss America
runner-up on· behalf of their respective communities.
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For what it's worth, Symposium I was the first and
last one which offered anything dealing directly with religion (workshop: "Gays and Religion") or with non-Gays*
(workshop: "Gay-Straight Relations").
(It should not necessarily be extrapolated from this that all the organizers
have since become atheistic separatists; it's just that
there seem to be so -many things of higher priority than
praying and the straights). It was also the first time
that Sand Beach in Acadia National Park witnessed an open
celebration of Gayness during the outing on Sunday. Loretta
Lotman and our own illustrious Susan Henderson were positively scandalous in their shameless public hand-holding
and, Hot damn!, their kisses in the hot sand ••• lewd and lascivious in the extreme!
If it hadn't been for Symposium I taking place, you
probably wouldn't be reading this little rag right now,
since out of the Symposium grew the Maine Gay Task Force.
Certain people there met other people who had similar,
though definitely not identical (flash on marathon "discussions," rising in volume as chaos sets in •.. ), politics and
MGTF was created the following surraner.
The following year an unfortunate date was set for
Symposium II: there was a blizzard that weekend. But even
so, 100 brave souls fought the gales, trudged through the
snow, and arrived mostly intact at the Bangor Community
College. The coffeehouse-type atmosphere in the Student
Union provided an opportunity to unwind from treacherous
traveling. That was the time I heard Miriam Dyak's poetry
reading, and I still quiver inside remembering it. Her
words , her voice reached out to · me, to all of us, and I left
there a changed person. 1975 was also the year of the Lavender Rhino as symbolic of Gay people; so, in keeping with
that spirit, Anne Garland and her 'Lesbian Thespians' did a
reading of an excerpt of Rhinoceros. Ionesco must have
turned in ·his grave (he .{,,6 dead, isn't he? [editor's note: we're

*
I

Though Mainely Gay prefers this term over the more derogatory
Straight, I t personally prefer a fflOSt derogatory term, 1 het pig.

I
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•

d), but the idea .of everyone turning into
rhinos (Gays) was appealing.

_checki.1:i,g it out ••

Keynoters for Symposium II were Susan Breeding, who
had worked with the Brunswick Gay Women's Group, Lambda,
and with MGTF, and Allen Young who published, with Karla
.J ay (a 1977 keynote r) , Out of the Closets: Voices of Gay
Liberation.
It had been decided at an organizing meeting
that the idea of workshops "for women only" and "for men
only" was not only "politically correct," but also desirable and necessary.
Those workshops were especially successful, in terms of goals being met, and this option is
still open to workshop facilitators.
Child care raised serious questions. An attempt was
made by the organizing committee to p rovide for child care,
but, having had no experience in that area, considerable
blunders were made, more out of ign orance than out of delibe ra te neglect. A confrontation was raised and resolved,
and the responsible individuals left the General Session
feeling crestfallen but somewhat wiser.
Symposium III in 1976 took place in Portland, and as I
didn't participate in its organization, I can say nothing
from that perspective. But speaking as a person who attended, Symposium III offered surprises that I hadn't seen
at the previous two.
Friday night there was a regretable (I thought) movie
presentation. Of the three films I saw, two were "tastefully done" porn flicks: one of women, one of men. The
objectification and exploitation (present in any pornography) bothered me: to me it's a form of sexism.
The
third movie I saw was supposedly' a "Gay -liberation" film.
The scene which stands . out most clearly to me now is that
of a Lesbian wedding, the "wife" dressed in white, lacy
gown, the "husband" in a tuxedo.
Playing out the het (ex- ·
cuse me, 'non-Gay') model right down to the clothes worn at
their wedding rite is not my idea of Gay liberation.
'Anyw~y, the positive by far outweighed the negative.
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Dolores Klaich's keynote speech was probably the most stimulating I had heard at any Gay conference (with the possible
exception of Elaine Noble's at the New England Gay Conference in Provincetown). Also speaking was Richa r d Steinman,
a professor at the Univers ity of Maine at Portl and/Gorham.
The art show was extensive and amazing. And a t the dance
for the first time, there was a live band, Li berty Standing
from Boston.
Out of Symposium III has grown Maine Le s bian Feminists ,
a vibrant, rapidly-growing organization of more than t wo
hundred Maine women.&
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Cumberland County Curmudgeon
By SCL6a.n W. HendeJUion

THE ADVANTAGES OF NONCONFORMITY
A few months ago, I read the late Dr. Howard Brown's
new book, FamLU.aJt Fa.c.u, H,i,dde.n Uve..6, and came away with
very mixed feelings. I met Dr. Brown, very briefly, in the
spring of 1974, when he spoke at the University of Maine at
Orono. Those of us who heard him cherish the memory; and
it saddened all of us in the Movement in Maine when he died
suddenly a year _a nd a half later. Fa.rruLi..alt Fa.c.u, H,i,dde.n Uvu
is well worth reading. In it, Dr. Brown tells the story of
hi s life as a Gay person who, like many, took years to come
t o terms with himself and be at peace with his Gayness, and
of his eventual involvement with Gay Liberation.
The theme in Brown's book that disturbs me is his insistence that Gay people are just as respectable, responsible, and law-abiding as anyone else. To his credit, he
did not elaborate his theme by denouncing blue-jeaned, "unkempt" radicals; he was too open a person for that, and, I
believe, too much convinced of the value of radicalism.
From one point of view, Brown's emphasis on respectability
is well taken, because he wrote his book to give aid and
comfort to the many Gay men (he felt he lacked the knowledge to discuss Lesbians, and regretted it) who, like himself, grew up in American small towns, and felt and still
feel the need for the support of such traditional institutions as church, school and family (all of which, he believed, had signally failed them). One can sympathize with
such needs, but on the other hand, respectability and the
conformity it implies would negate what I consider to be a
great advantage of Gay culture, namely our position as outsiders.
Gay people have been, by definition, outside the
mainstream of society for some two thousand years. The
sufferings attendant upon this fact have been many, but it
has also donferred benefits. One of the few nice myths
about us is that we are all creative, and it is true that
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we have had among us many artists, and many more who were
lovers of beauty though not themselves particularly inventive. It is my contention that the hospi table climate
for art which Gay culture provides is due in large part to
our nonconformist ambience. To create, after all , one
must have a certain freedom from convention; people who
always follow the rules and do what is expected of them
do not often create much, and they are not often very alive
mentally or emotionally. If, by insisting upon the respectability of Gay people, one means that we are just as
decent and harmless citizens as heterosexuals, I c an only
agree, but if by "respectable" one means "conventional,"
and if one proceeds to put a premium on convent ional ity of
any sort, I have misgivings.
Another advantage of nonconfromity is the perspective it provides for social criticism. Outsiders often
make the best critics, both because of their detachment
and becau se they have little to lose. Gay people are
some of the most trenchant critics of our society because
we challenge the conventions at their roots: sex roles and
sex stereotypes, family structure, and so forth. In challenging the accepted assumptions about the nature of women
and men~ we ask some very basic questions about human nature. It would be a loss to ourselves and to the whole
society were we to forsake this position for a comfortable
conformity.
Yet another gift that our nonconformist status has
brought us is our tolerance. I have said many times, and
I will say again, that I believe tolerance is a virtue.
Tolerance is what one gives people whose opinions one
can't stand, because they have· as much right to their opinions as one's self. Tolerance is the ability to agree
to disagree, to be totally opposed to another's views and
still respect that other as a person. The experience of
being a persecuted outsider can lead to tolerance and the
desire to stop persecution, or it can lead to bigotry in
exchange for bigotry. It is to the credit of the Gay community that it has generally opted for the former. To
cite only the best-known example, transvestites, most 9f
whom are heterosexual, have found much more acceptance
and respect in the Gay conununity than in the majority soc-
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iety. Tolerance is seldom found among the conventional.
Too many of the conventional , to adapt Samuel Butler's
description of the Puritans, "Prove their opinions orthodox/ By apostolic blows and knocks ..• Compound f or sins
they are inclined to/ By damning those they have no mind
to," which we c a n attest to from our own experience.
I can unders tand Dr. Brown's desire for social acceptance; I think we all desire it in some sense. However, I -worry about our becoming too respectable. There
is a lot about the majority society and its conventions,
afte r a l l, that we don't want to copy. I hope that we
stay out of society enough to keep our nonconformity aliv e, for it is the great source of our originality and
the live liness of our culture.A
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The State Street Straw

Ever since the Presidential campaign of 1976 began in
earnest back in late '74 (by some· accounts), we've heard
from all r a nges of the U.S. political spectrum (or, more
precisely, from slightly right of middle to slightly left
of middle) on the "need fo r jobs" and related themes on
the employment issue. More from the Democrats, who generally have quite a few safe votes among the un/ or under/
employed, and less from the Republicans, who generally
although not too publicly "write off" the particular
classes of people who are most likely· to be unemployed in
the first pl a ce. Thus Ronald Reagan was quite concerned
with "inflation" while Carter was c r isscrossing the country
with a pledge of "jobs" for every willing American.

Whi ch is all fine and good, but nobody's seemed to
mention th a t a decent rate of unemployment bestows a multitude of benefits upon the financial and governmental
establishment, or what Flo Kennedy calls the "jockocracy."
{If you're not sure of what "jockocracy" means, simply
think of Gerald Ford, the ex-football player, devising
"game plans" in t he Oval Office.) For instance, if all of
us--Gay people (more so the Gay people who are 'out'),
blacks, Chicanos, Hispanics, teen-agers and women--were
paid a decent living wage, who would be available to work
the nominally-paying shit jobs in gas stations, fish factories, kitchens, laundromats and other very low-paid positions? If everyone has a decent living wage, where would
the volunteers for the Army get their incentive to join,
thus sparing the inconvenience of a draft from the upper
cl~sses?
·
With a decent rate of unemployment, the unions--never
a real pow.e r in the country--find it expedient to lowe·r
their wage demands and are able to speed up their contract
settlements, all with an eye to saving their member's jobs.
With a decent rate of unemployment, large corporations
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can come into relatively poor communities in a state like
Maine with friendly "bribes" and get tremendous tax and
other valuable concessions (that the rest of us, working
and not, will have to make up) from local and state governments, to keep present facilities or invest new ones.
With a decent rate of unemployment, the large oil,
steel, chemical and paper industries can argue, sometimes
successfully, on the "need" to slow environmental controls.
By contrast, full employment on a sustained basis, as
a fairly reliable method for equitable income distribution
in this country, would be quite an ernbarassment for the
American establishment. A few years of full employment
would narrow the earnings gap--some would call it a mountain pass--between the Gays, blacks, Chicanos, Hispanics,
teen-agers and women and the white, heterosexual males
that are currently running the show, and for guess who's
benefit. As Robert Lekachman, an economics professor at
the City University of New York recently wrote in "Harper's
Magazine," "For the men of property the charm of the 1970s
lies in the way economic adversity has cooled the campuses
and shoved American politics, already the most conservative
in the developed world, still further right; one only has
to look at Gerald Ford· of all people, after Watergate and
the Nixon pardon, and . in the middle of a messed-up economy,
very nearly winning the Presidential election."
It's not too respectable (yet) for the ruling interests
to expound eloquently in p~blic on the blessings of unemployment (already we'r~told that it slows inflation, but
look at the upward graphs of both inflation and unemployment.} But they're smart enough to realize that there are
far worse things than the scareity of decent jobs for all
Americans, and one of them is the ready availability of
decently-paying jobs for all Americans.
The relative obscurity of George McGovern and Fred
Harris shows that most Americans are riot ready to listen to
the very people whose ideas would make life more easy for
them. Meanwhile, the powers-that-be are more than happy to
allow the rates of unemployment to remain scandalous ••
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LISTING OF AREA GAY GROUPS
MAINE LESBIAN FEMINISTS
PO BOX 125
BELFAST, MAINE 04915
MAINE GAY TASK FORCE/
MAINELY GAY
PO BOX 4542
PORTLAND, MAINE 04112

CONFIDENTIAL GAY DRUG AND
ALCOHOL RAP GROUP
PO BOX 4542
PORTLAND, MAINE 04112
GROWING •••. SOBER AND GAY
PO BOX 893
WATERVILLE, MAINE 04901
EASTERN CANADA GAY GROUPS

SEACOAST AREA GAY ALLIANCE
75 COURT STREET
PORTSMOUTH, NEW HAMPSHIRE
03801
LESBIAN CAUCUS
FERNALD HALL
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
ORONO, MAINE 04473
WILDE-STEIN CLUB
C/0 MEMORIAL UNION
UNIVERSITY OF MIANE
ORONO, MAINE 04473
GAY PEOPLE'S ALLIANCE
92 BEDFORD STREET
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
PORTLAND, MAINE 04103
SO. MAINE LESBIAN CAUCUS
C/0 JOHNSEN
289 STATE STREET
· PORTLAND, MAINE 04101
SOUTHERN MAINE GAYS
RICHARD (967-4064)
ALAN {698-5535)
[YORK COUNTY & VICINITY]

GAY ALLIANCE FOR EQUALITY
BOX 161, ARMDALE STATION
HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA B3L 4G9
LESBIAN DROP-IN
HALIFAX WOMEN'S CENTRE
5673 BRETON PLACE
Wednesday nights: 6:30-10:30pm
(902) 423-0643
GAE HOTLINE (HALIFAX) 902-420-6969
COMMUNITY HOMOPHILE ASSOCIATION
OF NEWFOUNDLAND (CHAN)
BOX 613, STATION C
ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND AlC 5K8

FBEIWOM4N'S
HEB4LD
/4 /193middle al.

?i· / jw1tlland, me.
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IFINAL TRIUMPH OVER CAUSE OF HOMOPHOBIA I
FORMULA-CR: called the "raised consciousness drink-it soothes and helps shut off feelings of HOMOPHOBIA
for days at a time. Meaning: instead of yielding to
prejudice ..• instead of feeling uptight .•. instead of
battling those constant urges to belittle someone ...
you simply reach for a glass of FORMULA-CR and blot
out up to ten years of learned homophobia the first
weekend alone. Even more significant as long as you
follow this medically-proven lifetime blueprint for
raising your consciousness, you'll never again suffer embarassing moments of "homophobia attacks".
in
public or at home--even i f you've been
hopelessly
prejudicial for the last 25 years.

YES! NOW LOSE 201 30 1 EVEN 50 OR MORE
YEARS OF HOMOPHOBIA AND KEEP IT LOST FOREVER!
Listen to what Anita Bryant, former Miss America runner-up,
has to say about the value of FORMULA-CR: "Yu, I Me.d to

be. teJUubly homophobic, -00 much -00 tha.:t d co-0t me. $945,000
in lo-0t TV con.:tJr.a~ alone.. Be.lie.ve. me, I le.CVtne.d my luMn. It got -00 bad I t!u...e.d to comma -0uiude.!"
What
is
Anita doing for work now? "Ant.Vt the. Flotuda C,i,tJr.U,6 Com~-0ion o,{Jte.d me., and my daughteJt 'came. out, ' I fie.l;t d
WM
time. fio~ me. to look fio~ a c~e. fio~ my acute. homophobia.
A
clo-0e. fitue.nd ~e.comme.nde.d FORMULA-CR, and I t!u...e.d d.
Now
I'm bMy lobbying fio~ pM-0age. ofi a -0ta.:te.wide. o~dinance. tha.:t
would give. Gay me.n and Lubian-0 child adoption tught.6."

Now! A LIFETIME WITHOUT THE PAIN OF HOMOPHOBIA

THE MIRACLE DRINK
THAT HELPS CONQUER
ANTI-GAY PREJUDICE!!

,NOW!

PERMANENT LIFETIME PEACE OF MIND--FINALLY A REALITY!
Best of all, because FORMULA-CR contains very few dangerous drugs whatsoever
the only sensation that you experience is that of TOTAL CONTENTMENT. And the
only change you see or feel is in the growing circle of new friends.
So ....
i f you are truly committed to equality and human understanding and wish to
realize your desire faster than you ever dreamed possible, take advantage of
the no-risk offer described below. GET YOUR HEAD TOGETHER TODAY!
Act now.

VITAL NOTICE
EVEN THOUGH FORMULA-CR WILL
RAISE YOUR CONSCIOUSNESS IN
MINUTES, JUST LIKE YOU TURN
ON A LIGHT SWITCH, YOU CAN
NOT GO FOR LONG PERIODS RELYING ON NOTHING ELSE.
YOU
MUST READ AT LEAST TWO GOOD
BOOKS A YEAR .•. EVEN IF YOU
HAVE TO FORCE YOURSELF. OUR
FORMULA-CR MAY NOT BE USEFUL AS A TOTAL SUBSTITUTION
FOR CONVERSATIONS WITH YOUR
FRIENDS. WE URGE THAT YOU
SHOW THIS PROGRAM TO YOUR
ENTIRE FAMILY AND SEE
IF
THEY DON"T AGREE THAT THIS
IS A MEDICALLY-SOUND METHOD
OF DEALING WITH HOMOPHOBIA.

•

• •

• •

•mail no-risk coupon today •

•withit Pharmaceutical, Dept.
•1115 East Memorial Blvd.
•Lakeland, Florida 33801

•

•

MG-4

•••••••••
•

• Yes, I want to raise my consciousness fast
• and permanently with this doctor's amazing
• program featuring FORMULA-CR.
Please rush
• the offer I have checked below.
If still
• homophobic, I may return it in twelve days
and you will refund the full price.

•• 0 (#003)
• O (#005)

12 gallon supply only $8. 95
30 liter supply only $12.95

•Amount enclosed$
FL residents add 5 %
How can medical science make this lifelong dream come true?
It's simple. Because doctors, many of whom are licensed to
• Name
practice in this country, have developed a remarkably easy
way for you to TURN OFF YOUR HOMOPHOBIA any time you want,
Address
JUST LIKE YOU WOULD TURN OFF A LIGHT SWITCH! Yes, actually
discover the root cause of homophobia in seconds! In a matState - - - - - - -Zip
• City
ter of weeks, you may actually have brand new friends!
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • • • • • • •Div. of Hetero Consumer, Inc·• • •
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Katz, Jonathan, Gay American History: Lesbians and
A Documentary Anthology, Cromwell,

Men in ~ U.S. A . :

1976.
I recently had to spend time going through the new edition of the
s·even volume Dictionary ~ American History. For an hour I became the
teenager I once was, an adolescent who combed the books in -his local
library trying to find material about Gays he could use to help create
a positive image of himself. My search as a teenager for a usable
past was nearly as futile as my search in the new reference work. Lots
of minutiae here about forgotten events in this nation's history. Some
good material about many of America's ethnic and religious minorities
but nothing, absolutely nothing about the history of 5%(?) of America's
peopl e--the Gay almost silent minority.
People become, to a great extent, what they believe they can be,
a belief dependent on their knowledge of what others like them have
become. Gays have been people without a recorded history and the fragments of Gay hi s tory that are known have been kept from public view.
With some equanimity I can now brush aside the Dictionary of American
History because of the appearance of Jonathan Katz' Gay American History_: Lesbians and Gay Men in the U.S.A.: A Documentary Anthology.
Katz' book is not the definitive narrative history of Gays in
Ame rica. That he reminds us, remains to be written. He has taken the
first step of gathering in one place many of the raw materials of our
history--letters, diary entries, magazines and newspaper articles, extracts from official reports, excerpts from novels and, most movingly,
interviews to tell the bitter story of Gay oppression and emergent
liberation in America.
The material Katz has collected is divided into six chronologically arranged sections: Trouble, Treatment, Passing Women, Native
American/Gay Americans, Resistance, and Love. A 400-year period is
covered . Tproughout the collection Katz's lengthy comments inform and
delight. Though he believes he has not completely succeeded, Katz has
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made a strong attempt to provide material about both Lesbians and Gay
men equal in quality and quantity.
Katz has also paid particular attention to documenting the experience of ordinary Gay people. In this he has not been entirely successful, I believe , because of the na ture of historical evidence. The
letters and diaries of the creative and famous are often preserved. We
know a great deal about Whitman, Thoreau, Melville & Co. They wrote
much and much has been written about them. And though they censored
much of what they wrote, and research about them has usually glossed
over or denied their Gayness, we know infinitely more about them as Gay s
than we do about the workaday Gay who was too intimidated to commit
honest emotions to paper or destroyed personal documents as too revealing. For this reason most of the diary entries and letters included
were written by the famous and the secondary accounts Katz has used
deal with the life style and problems of ordinary Gays.
To fill gaps in his documentary history Katz conducted five foterviews with Lesbians and Gay men whose experiences are of some special
significance. Included are interviews with Henry Hay; founder of the
original Mattachine Society; Barbara Gittings, an organizer o f the New
York Daughters of Bilitis; and Alma Routson, author of the fine Lesbian
period novel, Patience and Sarah. Katz also conducted interviews with
a young man who underwent electric shock treatment to effect a "cure"
of his _h omosexuality and a man jailed in the 19SO's as a result of the
Boise witch-hunt.
Everyone who reads th is anthology will doubtlessly find their own
most meaningful documents. Of special significance to me are an interview ..,ith a contemporary Gay Mohave Indian originally published in ONE
magazine. Elmer Gage makes his living doing tribal dances and making
handicrafts to sell to tourists. Belonging to two despised minorities,
he is nonetheless determined to be himself and preserve his heritage.
Barbara Gittings and I share an age and profession. She exemplifies
the first generation of positive articulate Gays determined to be free
of the shackles of heterosexual tyranny. As a young woman she turned
to books trying to find out about herself, and "having gone through
many years of unhappiness, uncertainty and negative feelings about myself," she said in her interview with Katz, "I want to see to it that
younger Gay people don't have to go through the same thing."
Katz bas not glossed over the degrading contempt, physical abuse
and violent death Gays have met in this land. He views the movement
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to end Gay oppression as part of the larger struggle by all minorities
for power over the inst:i.tutions which control their lives and happiness.
He believes that oppressed minorities can free themselves of tyranny.
This positive affirmation in our ability to change history permeates
his book.
I hope Gay teenagers wandering through the stacks of their local
libraries · in - search of a usable · past are fortunate enough to find :_
Jonathan Katz' book. It is an immense achievement . ..t.

feminist
Newsletter

A well edited and informative
publication of reviews, news

notes, resources and opinion
by a vo lunteer staff of undergraduate students at the University of New Hampshire.
This Newsletter deserves support from all of us--they
welcome contributions from
the feminist community. For
a copy, write:
Feminist Newsletter
c/o English Department
Hamilton Smith Hall
University of N.H.
Durham, N.H. 03824
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NEW ENGLAND -GAY CONFERENCE
This regional conference
will be held April 1,2,3 at
Rhode Island College in
Providence, R.I. The theme
will be "Gay People in
Society," and will feature
workshops, caucuses, panels,
speakers and socializing.
The registration is $4
and housing is available.
The address of the College
is 600 Mt. Pleasant Ave.
with the headquarters in
the Student Union.

For more information,
please write to: NEGC,
PO Box 1462, Providence,
Rhode Island 02901.
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.I MAGES OF WOMAN :
PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBIT AT THE PORTLAND MUSEUM OF ART
The Maine State Commission on the Arts and Humanities and the
Maine Savings Bank in cooperation with the Portland Museum of Art and
the YWCA sponsored a photography contest entitled "Images of Woman."
There were over 2,200 entries nationwide and 192 were selected for the
show, 34 of these honored with purchase awards by the museum, none of
which were the ones I would have chosen to keep and see again.
"Images of Woman" is a very mixed show and a very educational one.
Even though it will close the end of February, I feel it is worth our
while to talk about it here and come to a closer understanding of how
(and why) women are dealt with in the photographic medium. The only
criterion for entry was that the photographs in some way express the
title of the show. The photographers could be of either sex and the
photos could or could not express anything of the lives of their models/objects. But because of the show's title and the times we live in,
many of the photographers did attempt to make political statements on
the lives of women and the contrast between their work and that of the
"art-for-art's-sake" photographers was often startling, as was the differences I noticed between most of the male and the female photographers
There were a few exceptions, but by and large the women photographers were far more willing to photograph women in their context--in
their homes, in ladies' rooms, at bridge parties, in nursing homes, in
stores, etc. Men exercised far more control over their models, setting
them up in studios, pieced into strange landscapes or posed so stiffly
in their own environments that one is aware they had no freedom of
choice in how they wanted to be before the camera. An extreme example
of this is Wayne Lagorick's naked woman with platform shoes and artificial roses strapped to her thighs. Her face is ordinary, un-made-up,
completely bored-:--"Is this what t have to do for a living?" expression.
Having had several years experience as a photographer's model and once
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having been asked to pose spread-eagle on the floor with a squirrel's
skull balanced on my pubic hair and a clock on the floor in front of my
vagina (for $6 an hour and that was at a respectable art school) I can
empathize with her entirely. Few male photographers are willing to let
women well enough alone, much less photograph them in their own environment doing what they want to be doing. Peter Moriarty goes so far
as to photograph an ordinary woman with her arm in
cast, dressed in
her own clothes, but plunks her down in the middle of a field doing
nothing and the title is "Woman with cast."

a

Even the women photo graphers often posed their subjects in a kind
of suspended animation, though they allowed them to be at home. One
could come away from "Images of Woman" thinking that little old ladies
never do anything but sit in their living rooms whether .a lone or with
other little old ladies, hands lying listlessly by their sides. In ·
fact women do very little moving in any of these photos, but some of
the artists manage to capture an essence of their subjects' lives without a great deal of movement. Suzanne Opton's "Christmas" is of an
older woman holding a· huge tom cat on her lap. Both woman and cat
stare straight into the camera, they are both scarred, tough, wise and
have the exact same expression. Claire Henze's "Untitled/Pasadena,
California" of a woman coming up an escalator effortlessly brings up
all the pain and weariness of aging poor women with the escalator and
without straining for metaphors of revolution or forcing her model into a preconceived pose. These are among my choices for purchase awards.
Two photographs by Eva Shaderowfsky from a series of "suburban
portraits" were another notable exception. In one a woman sits talking,
gesturing over her kitchen table, the words she is saying about her
feelings, her life, are written in under the photo--very much in the
style of Judy Chicago's paintings with written "explanations." The
other is a woman changing the sheets on a bed, for once not looking at
the camera; below the photo is her own poignant comment on how she
learned from a friend that printed sheets could brighten up her life.
Both photos stand in marked contrast to James Alinder's "Thrill," a
posed unsmiling woman in a dreary mobile home kitchen stacked high with
dishes and the baby about to make some demand while she holds out a
bottle of "thrill" detergent. Oh yes, we have a purchase award here,
have to show we did our duty to the housewives of Amerika and the
Women's Movement too and it's best if you can kill those two birds with
one stone. "Now look really oppressed, dear; I don't want you to ruin
.EY. political statement. I'm going to win this show and rack up points
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with the women's libbers for years to come ..• " My cynical fantasy runs
away with me at times, but the truth remains I know nothing more about
that woman's reality than I knew before I saw the picture. The male
artist has used her and abstracted her into the right symbol, not
imagining she might have an expression of her own, or trusting as in
Henze's escalator photo that the natural situations women are in might
be more real and effective than any situation he could fabricate.
How effectively can a man photograph a woman's reality, presuming
he would want to hang around their boring l ives? Certainly he can't
easily take his camera to the ladies room, but that is not really the
point. The point is that by entering the woman's world, the male artist has to alter that world, del iberately or no t. The camera is always-;;- intrusion and all photographs are a product of the artist's
vision not a reproduction of the subject matter. Some photographers
are more subtle than others, though, in presenting their vision and
often this depends on how unobtrusively they can enter the subject's
world. In most of the photos of women in groups or alone taken by
males, the women look straight at the photographer, very aware of his
presence, their expressions typical of women when they know a man is
watching them--wary, coy, seeking approval, defensive. Most of the
women photographers succeeded in working without making themselves the
focus of attention in their photographs. In photos by women where the
artist and model are looking straight at each other, there is a look
of friendship, interest, shared enjoyment, identification or indifference on the model's face. I especially liked Rebecca Basselle's
"Gbesi, Saz and Gina," a portrait of an Afro-American mother and twins-so proud and calm and smiling, expecting the woman with the camera to
share these feelings.
There were, to be fair, some posed jokes by women which said far
less than works which let women be themselves. There was a woman
naked folded up on a shelf of a linen closet and naked women on pedestals in a museum amid a crowd of hurrying baby pigs. Contrast these
with "The End" by Ira Rosenberg, a picture of a half-naked woman dead
or unconscious on a city sidewalk, and you see where men stop intruding on women's reality (why the hell didn't he do something in~tead of
taking a picture of her? ah, but that's not art ••• ) and I for one ·can
forgive the women for the little distortions used to make political
statements. There were also many tinted (almost no color) photos by
women creating abstract symbols of woman as she is in magazines, advertising, all' our media, which I didn't particularly like but which I
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feel intuitively succeeded in presenting some true image of woman where
fake roses strapped on thighs simply failed.
Unfortunately there were also the usual large number of what I call
"dissected woman" photos, mostly by men. The "dissected woman " photograph (or painting, sculpture, etc.) is an intentional Venus de Milo.
Usually the face is obli t erated and the body in half or all naked and
often in pieces--i.e. just breasts, ass, legs, etc. The statement is
clear: woman is sex object, woman's body is much easier to deal with
than her mind or her total being. Three rather dull photographs of
beauty contestants by Eugene Gropetti were accepted into the show (one
wonders about the ·identity of the judges and from what inner needs
their taste has grown). In two of these just the woman's rear end is
visible and in another her breasts. There is a big table of ribbons
beside her--the award, male approval, constitutes her importance. She
is certified like ·so much meat and her personality never has a chance
to enter the picture. An even worse example is Lawrence McFarland's
photo of a standing woman, her face totally blotted out--the caption
reads "Untitled (Martha)," the parentheses putting the woman's identity
in its place in the male world.
· The dissection of women in art is so used and so odious in most of
its forms that it is difficult to realize it might not always be oppressive. The women photographers treated this form differently though.
Patty Renfro's "Sharon,Beth" only slices off the top of one woman's
head making her large breasts in a bikini the exact center of the photograph. If this were PLAYBOY both women would have large breasts--they
don't; both women would have make-up and look sexy--they are cleanfaced, open-eyed, friendly together and with the photographer; the bikinis would be expensive and the setting extravagant--they are wearing
old bathing ·suits that don't quite fit, walking on a vacant beach. ·
Women tend to see the parts and the whole of other women with affection and understanding, sometimes with sadness and self-mockery.
Linda White's photographs from a series of mannequins frame tiny cameos
of hands and knees fully dressed (not your usual porno pie) and we see
how little bits of us are framed and carried forth as images into the
world while our full living breathing selves carry on ignored at home.
In fact we needn't be there at all--several pictures of women's clothing show how we are sometimes more present in the artifacts of our
lives than in the expressions of our inner selves on the faces society ·
blots out, untitles and ignores. Catherine Agard on the other hand
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takes the shape of woman's body and recreates it into color, form,
sculptural image in her own vision as one might a rock or plant or any
form in nature. For once I had no feeling of female identity brutally
dismembered, but of beauty and admiration for the female form.
I have said nothing about women and women in these pictures, or
for that matter about women and men. There were very few men in any
of the photos, a real plus factor in that so often women are defined
in art as elsewhere only in terms of men. Though, as I have pointed
out, the men are present just off-camera as the beauty judges, johns,
photographers, etc. Of the photographs of women together, only one,
Roberta Neiman's "Birthday Party," shows real affection among women.
The women, all older, sit at the table with the cake and coffee, touching, laughing, enjoying each other. Two women sitting together on a
bed, arms around each other, are very stiff, very aware of the camera.
There is little energy in the one picture of two middle-aged women
dancing together--ah yes, we know that all Lesbians are depressed and
lead sad, run-down-barroom lives ..•. If the joy women experience together ever is photographed, it apparently doesn't get accepted into
fancy shows. Perhaps we need to have a show by, for and about women,
not one where woman is merely one more image to be used.•

WOMEN'S
COUNSELING
SERVICE
The Women's Counseling Service provides low-cost feminist counseling and referrals for women throughout
Maine. Some counselors are
Lesbians, all are non-homophobic. Their hours are:
Mondays, ll-2; Wednesdays,
11-2; Thursdays, 4-7 and
Saturdays, 10-1.
To contact them call 4439531 (or write) or drop by
their office at Room 23, 72
Front Street ·, Bath 04530.

GROWING ••. SOBER a.nd GAY
A new gtr.oup hM 6oJr..me.d in .the
GJr..ea.:teJr. Wa.:teJr. ville {Maine} a.Jtea. .
We welcome a1.i.. Gaq~ a.nd b-iAexu.ai.-6
who a.Jte in:teJr.v.ded in Uv.,wg a.
c.hemic.al.i..y- fiJr..ee Ufi e. We. a.Jte 11.ec.oveJt,[ng a.lc.ohoUC.6 a.nd a.dcu.c.t6
who a.Jte enjoying Ufie without.
booze. a.nd dl!.u.g~. I fi tjou. a.Jte. ..i.n:t.eJr.e1>ted .i..n gJr..owi.ng with I.L6, dl!.op
a .ltne to GSG, PO Box 893, Wa.:tetr..v,Ule, Maine 04901. We. mee....t on
ThuJu,day night4, 8-9:30PM.
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[ Review

By Tom HW!i..ey

Magic Doesn't Live Here An¥1:1ore. By Tommi Avicolli.
Collective Publication. Available for $1.00

An Androgyne

through PO Box 13420, Philadelphia, Pa. 19101.
Religion has nurtured Tonuni Avicolli's imagination.
Anyone familiar with his writings from the perspective of
Gay paganism knows he is no believer, but he does use the
language and symbolism of Christianity to express his longing for a transcendent power.
In "Suicide Attempts" the
movemen t is not away from life but toward a masculine
deity:
god was there, long bony warm arms
speaking like the hisss
of gas,
you planted a wish in his thick
black beard

The desire is for a ·divine lover, put the poem cuts
short the impulse sarcastically:
tin cans rattling at the back of the hearse
caddy-cornered euphanasis [sic]
you're married to jesus now
aren 1 t you
?

One may find god in death, but god is, in fact, death;
Avicolli recognizes the danger implicit in his longing.
Still, the longing persists. In .. Pale Yellow Sunlight" he
juxtaposes the emblems of every day despair ("the coffee is
cold/cold as your half hearted laugh") and a dream of god.
He sees himself as a "skeleton captain who was lonely,"
concluding:
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you often wonder if god isn't
cabin boy naked 1 legs pead 1
calling your~-

~

Although the poet has prepared us for them, these final
lines, with their desire both religious and erotic, still
startle.
"The sissy poem" asserts the value of all the qualities
this society condemns as urunasculine.
The poem defies the
patriarchal god, who might be incarnated as a grumpy old
man from the poet's youth:
.he would scold me for being
effeminate
and for believing in magic
the tarot child with the green
thumb
who grew roses in the yard between
rows of cinderblocks and bricks

The poet's childhood, influenced by a Catholicism that fascinates and repels him, is the source of many of his most
amb itious poems.
In "The goddess poem" Avicolli describes
his spiritual development by meditating on a household stat~
ue of the Virgin Mary. The Mary of Christian mythology was •
the refuge the young boy turned to:
"you were mother when
i could not have my/ own, when i knew i loved anthony i
came/ to you." Even in childhood, however, he had doubts
about Mary's power. Years later, he finds the statue broken in two, tarnished:
"you're pleading 'believe in me'/
but i can't give you power you never had." But his spiritual need causes him to see, in the broken Christian symbol,
a more ancient force--the Goddess, the Mother.
giver of life/compassion
not the phallic father thrusting out
into 1 ripping with the rapists knife

The poet is caught between his need for a transcendent
power and his knowledge that he must be the one who calls
that power into being:
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now this rain
like it's neve r going to stop
i should build an ark
i should glue you back t ogether
i should paint black over your blue eyes
;

A complementary preoccupation of t hese poems is human powerlessness: Avicolli's imagi nation is caught by people whose
lives are detennined by others. He sees that his own life
is controlled from without. "Poem for my mother" and "The
Straw Woman" both speak compassionately of women who've had
the li f e taken out of them.
"Straw" i s his symbol for
the i r zombie-like interior life. In "Pinocchio" he would
prefer risking death to external manipulation: "i eat cancer to deteriorate the straw/insides." Avicolli rejects
r e lationships where people live their lives for others-whe th er for other humans or for god--and deny their own
selve s and strengths.
The things I like most about this collection are the
range of emotions--religious need, compassion, despair,
love, defiance--and the abundance of moving images. Avicolli's strongest point as a poet is his ability to draw powerful images out of his experience. At his best, he orders
his words so that they illuminate the other, as in the
short, integrated piece called "Nijinsky:"
in the morning
faun-bodied
long legs suddenly grasshoppered
then eyes move slowly over
caressing
the lover's l>ody
nude and asleep

But sometimes Avicolli's images are abundant to .the
point of shapelessness.'lhe titJ.e poem "Magic Doesn't Live
Here Anymore," and "Tarot" are bewilderingly dense. The
poet may understand the links and symbolism here, but the
images are two unrelated, the symbols too opaque, to permit
me an entree into the poem's worlds.
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Avicolli's poems also frequently begin in authentic
autobiographical lines only to c onclude in slogans and
catch phrases.
"The Rape Poem" attempts t.o connect homophobia and fascism:
and once when i was young
a nazi tried to rape me in an
alley
but i bit his tongue and the
blood
dripped swatzicas [sic]
all over europe

The connection may or may not be there, but the angry assertion does not demonstrate it. We need poems that speak
to the political dimension of our lives, but name-calling
and mere statements like
you could not control
the sissy in me
nor could you exorcise him
nor electrocute him
you declared him illegal, illegitimate
insane and immature
but he defies you still ( "The sissy poem")

will not awaken us to a new sense of our oppression. We've
said these things to each other already. Poets tell us the
things we've never been able to say: we know we're reading
poetry when the words startle us, shake us up, haunt us.
When we feel simply that the lines are politically correct,
we should be suspicious.
Even the truth can grow dull, as
attendance at recent Gay pride marches shows. The poet's
task is to rediscover our experience, to wake us up from
the sleep of life. Avicolli frequently wakes us up, but as
frequently he falls back on cant, and
fall back into
sleep.

we

A penultimate observation: either this book needs
better proofreading or the poet should make better use of a
dictionary.
The spelling errors are usually simply annoy-
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ing {"obliverate" for "obliterate"), but sometimes they're
sidetracking. Is "fallable" a neologism rnerming "able to
fall," or is it just a misspelling of "fallible"? Meaning
hangs on such differences. The considerable number of
spelling errors here can hardly give readers confidence in
the poet's control of words.
There's a phrase from dust jacket blurbs that comes to
mind when I consider Avicolli's achievement in Magic Doesn't
Live Here An_ymore: "raw power. " It's apt here: power in
~imagination, rawness in the expansion and integration of
the images. Tommi Avicolli has much to say to us. I hope
hi .s next book shows that he has learned to make complete use
of the fewest words, that he has developed a technique to
serve his imagination.A

NEW D1sco/RESTAURANT
OPENS IN PORTLAND
The Phoenix, a new Gay
restauran t and disco opened
for business on the evening of Mar. 3, at 83 Oak
Street in Portland.
Besides the restaurant
and dancing area, there's a
bar, game area and cocktail
lounge.
Along with brunch and
dinner, an early morning
breakfast is served.
For exact times and more
information, they can be
contacted at 773-5695.
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S UBS CRI BE
to ESPLANAVE, New
England's newest
Gay publication
of news, opinion
and reviews.
Of special interest

to Gay men, ESPLANAVE
is mailed bimonthly
in plain, sealed envelopes. $12 for 26
issues.

ESPLANAVE
101 Western Ave. (Rm.61)
Cambridge, Mass. 02139

[~R_e_v_ie_w~~-By_~_bM-aS-ilk~-~~~-J
· "Three Gypsies ," recorded by Casse Culver. Urana
Records, PO Box 297, Village Station, New York, N.Y. 10014.
Here is an album that lavishly sprinkles magi c to the
six senses and may even reunite joy with common sense.
Casse Culver and the other talented women who worked/played/spirited this record into existence have created a wholistic sound, a blending of poetry and music, fi re and
water, earth and wind that only needs to be heard to be enjoyed. There is a feeling of day and night between s ides
One and Two and still like nature the threads of each are
found in the other.
Side One has a foot tapping, swing your partner, spin
yourself style sound. It is bluegrass with fiddle, banjo,
guitars , harmonica, even spoons to mention some of the instruments that dance so well together. It is bluegrass,
people music with a tale to tell in each song. The stories
are varied and very deserving of a listener's ear. The
first song, "Ivm Late Again" · finds a lover "still in this
bed with you." Here, the guitar-piano interplay is indeed
a lovers' embrace. "First Unto This Country" is a traditional sound of autoharp and spoons which l ift this ballad .
to a gusty high stepping dance.
"Don't Put Her Down" by
Hazel Dickens (the only song on the album that Casse Culver
didn't write) is a mandolin salute to another exploited
sister. "Good Old Do ra" is a joyous sing along, a song of
movement .•. "next stop we make is at perfection." The next
stop one makes is at turning the record over.
Side Two is a perfect grouping .of sweet smooth sounding songs. It speaks love to the spirit; it is liqui~ but
not syrup. In "Three Gypsies," Casse Culver's inner celebration is opened for us to share ••• "sip the living waters,
breathe the healing air, receive the cleansing fire, know
life is to share." "Sacred ~iver" flows with the melodious
sounds from french horn, flute, cello, and more--all swirl-
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ed together within a sacred poem. The rhythmic yin/yang,
cello/electric guitar in "She Said Sun" seems more from ·t he
dream world than from the reality of the record. In "Desert
Eyes" Casse sings "you washed the bitterness from me"--and
I believe her. Side Two ends with "Scheherazades Lullaby."
Casse brings us full circle, from that late morning bed to
a night cap. This gentle song truly cradles one.
So come, my Dunyazade, stay
I'll rock you 'til night fades away
And our desires will take us still higher
Drifting in dreams where we lay.

How perfect. This earthen voice, rich with life is
ours for the listening and lingering. Behold another women's album, meaning written by, performed by, produced by,
and distributed by women; meaning also in the generic sense
to include men. Music surely is part of the cosmic lover
that blesses us all.•
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GAY PRISONER'S SUIT
The censorship suit that
the National Prisoners Association filed on be ha lf
of all Gay prisoners which
challenges the U.S. Bureau
of Prison s' decision to ban
all Gay newspapers from all
federal penitentiaries is
moving toward a court hearing.
The Gay p r isoners won
round one, as the court did
o rder the prison officials
to show caus e.

Illinois 62202, stating that
you support all prisoner's
rights to read Ga y newsp a.p ers;
(2) We are jailhouse
lawyers who drew up the petition but do not have the necessary expertise to do
courtroom work. We desperately need funds to hire an
attorney.
Please send a l l
donations to: National
Prisoners Association, 440307~05 Mercantile National
Bank, 70 Broad St. N.-W.,
Atlanta, Georgia 30302.•
George Blue
Chairperson,
N.P.A • . PO Box 1000

We aren't getting the
support from the outside
Gay community that we expected. The Gay people
don't seem to understand
that this is more than an
attack on the prisoners.
This is part of the overall
attack on Gay people all
over America. There are
32 states that designate
homosexual practice as
crimes, punishable by imprisonment. At any given
time a Gay person may become a prison Gay. We need
help in two areas: (1) We
want 25,000 letters and
cards sent to: Hon. James
Foreman, U.S. District
Court, Eastern District of
Illinois, East St. Louis,

Marion, Ill 62959

.r._,
.
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NEWS FROM
MAINE LESBIAN FEMINISTS
Bq JuU.a Gi..u

A statewide meeting of
the Maine Lesbian .Feminists
was held in the Brunswick
area on Saturday, February
12. About thirty-five
women and children attend-

ed.

The all-day gathering began with a general business
meeting from lOAM until
noon. After l unch there
was a Communications Committee meeting and two
workshops, one on 'coming
out' and the other on
'What is MLF?' The Communications Committee is
the planning arm of MLF
and is responsible for organizing statewide meetings. One of the important ideas to come out of
committ ee meeting on Saturday was the formation
of a Speakers Bureau,
which will consist of
Lesbians from various
parts of the state who
are willing to speak to
community and civic groups,
schools and colleges, and
any other organizations
that are interested in
Lesbian issues. Saturday
evening was set aside for
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music, socializing, and a
pot-luck dinner which was
shared by all. Childcare
was provided for the entire
day.
Maine Lesbian Feminists
holds statewide meetings
every other month. To enable
as many women as possible to
attend, meetings are held at
different locations around
the state. Children are always welcome.
The next statewide meeting
will be Saturday, April 16,
near Augusta. There will be
a Conununications Committee
meeting on Sunday, Mar. 13,
also in the Augusta area.
All Lesbians are invited to
attend. In addition, MLf
sends the monthly Newsletter
free of charge to any intere·s ted women.
For more information about
the next statewide meeting,
the Newsletter or the Speakers Bureau, write to Maine
Lesbian Feminists, PO Box
125, Belfast, Maine 04915.&

NOTES FROM THE TUNDRA:
WILDE-STEIN
Much of the energy of the
Club in the past month has
been directed towards the
gargantuan project of organizing Symposium IV, to
be held on March 25-27 at
Bangor Conununity College.
If you haven't preregistered, PLEASE do so. We'd
like to know how many warm
bodies and souls to plan
on. Forms can be obtained
from us. If you choose to
pay the registration fee
now , make checks payable
to Wilde-S tein.
In addition, we are still
holding monthly dances at
the MCA Center, College
Avenue in Orono, usually on
the first Saturdays so as
not to deprive those who
are addicted to it their
weekly fix of "Saturday
Night Live."

after prolonged discussion,
it was decided that on Mar.
12 we would u se the MCA Cen- .
ter for several hours of encounter/consciousness raising in hopes of dissolving
those barriers. Ideally,
this would aid in forging a
more cohesive, more supportive organization.
We are all looking forward
to working intensely with
the Human Rights legislation
including distributing and
circulating petitions , work
in the media, and lobbying
in Augusta.
Oscar and Gertrude would
be proud •.•
[Office: Old Town Room, Memorial Union, OMO 04473, and
the phone: 581-2571]•
-John. FJr..a.nk.

Recently Norman Carlisle
from Bangor Public Health
spoke to the W-SC meeting
on Gay health.
At one recent meeting,
the fact was recognized
that many members felt barriers between one another
during the meetings and,
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••The Wilde-Stein Club meets every FRIDAY . at 7PM in the
International Lounge of Memorial Union for a business and
general meeting. All are welcome, students and non-students
•mThe Gay People's Alliance meets every MONDAY at 7PM for
a. general business rap at 92 Bedford Street, Portland. Additionally, there is a more informal rap group every THURSDAY. Contact GPA at 773-2981 (ext. 535) for time . and spot.
Everyone is welcome to the Monday rap; the Thursday rap
may be limited ••• check for details.
• IIGrowing. ~ ._Sober and Gay welcomes all Gays and .bisexuals
who are interested iri living a chemicalJ..y-fr ee life. Contact them at GSG, PO Box 893, Waterville, ME 04901. This
group meets on THURSDAY nights, from 8-9:30.
••The Confidential Gay Drug and Alcohol Rap Group meets
every MONDAY at 6 PM at Day One, 158 Danforth Street~ Portland. All are welcome.
••Ma ine Lesbian Feminists will hold a Corranunications Committee meeting on SUNDAY, March 13, near Augusta. The next
statewide meeting of MLF will be SATURDAY, April 16, also in
the Augusta Area.
Assertive Training Course will be offered to women beginning MONDAY, March 21st, in the evening from 7PM to 9:30
PM at the Women's Center, 193 Middle Street, 3rd floor,
Portland. The ten-week course led by Barbara Silk will
teach communication skills, mind/body awareness techniques,
and will use role-playing to put theories into action. The
class size will be limited to twelve people; fee: $30.

• •An

••The New England Gay Conference will . be held on April 1,2
and 3 at Rhode Island College in Providence (FRIDAY, SATURDAY And SUNDAY). More details elsewhere in this issue.
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( The Kitchen Sink J
The California Chapter of
the National Organization
for women and the Los
Angeles-based Women Against
Viol e nce Against Women
(WAVAW) are boycotting the
following record labels:
Atco, Atlantic, Asylum,
Elektra, Nonesuch, Reprise
and Warner Bros.
Demands
are simply that the companies--all owned by Warner--stop d ep i c ting women
as victims of violence and
rape.
Jul i a London of
WAVAW said to "Variety"
that the emphasis is on
"the use of abusive sex in
sexual relationships as a
selling technique," by the
companies.
-ZAP Newsletter

In .the. -6 mal£. Wlj O f Vvr.n.o n.,
Conn.e.c.,tlc.u.,t, a. p1topo-0e.d Gay
tu..ghu 01tdinanc.e. me..t a.n. u.ntunely end . ln Ve.c.embvr.. The. otuli..n.a.nc.e. l.00..6 .6u.9ge.-6.te.d by a. 601tmvr.
Town Cou.nc..llpe!t,6on. Glen Robe.Jtt..6
,{.YI. Oc;tobVt and -<.Jttltodu.c.ed by a
c.wur..e.n..t Cou.n.c.il membvr. only
II
ou.,t o-6 Jte.-6 pe.c;t to Gle.n. Robe.Jtt..6."
Fe.w on. the. Co u.nc..ll wvr.e. e.n..tfuu.a.1d.,,lc. a.bou;t .the. .ul.e.a 06 Ga.If
uvil lti..ghu. Only one. membvr.
e.xpJz.eJ.itie.d a.ny .6u.ppolt-t f,o!t the.
otuli..nanc.e., and e.ven. he. voted

w..l:th .the. u.n.an....i.mow., Town Cou.nc...U.
aga.iM.t .the pMp0.oal, .6a.ybig .tha..t
..{.YI. Vvr.n.on, Gay Jughu "would
ne.vvr. -6 e.e. .the .light o 6 da.y. 11
-The Advocate

A pamphlet distributed to
1977 high school seniors in
the Pittsburgh area has a
section in it entitled:
GAY COUNSELING
Gay people of both sexes often
band together into organizations
that offer counseling. If you' r e
Gay and you have a problem, such
an organization would be your best
bet for free help. Finding these
organizations could be a problem,
though. Underground newspapers
can be helpful in finding the
right phone number to call. •• "

The publication's called
"You and Your Future" and
is distributed free by •••
Pittsburgh's Mellon Bank!
-Pittsburgh's GAY LIFE

PROVINCETOWN, MA--Ga.y and women'~
moveme.nt ac.,tlv..l.6.t Ann We.ld-HaJr.JU..ng ...
ton hM been named M V,Ui.e.c;to!t ·o 6
Clv.U Ve.6 e.n-6 e 6ott .the. town · of P1t.ov-'
.inc.down.
HaNUngton, who ,i.,6
beUe.ved to be the. 6-i.M.t openly
Gay Civil Ve.I, e.rt.6 e V,Ui.e.c:toJz. ..i.n ,the
Unlte.d Sta.tu , wlU .6 eJtv e 6ott an
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",i,.ndefi.lnlte pe.!Liod 06 ti.me" 60!!. a.
.t,al.a.JuJ 06 $500. The new C.lvU
Ve6eMe di.Jr..ectoJt, who W.W oc..c..u.py
J.Jevvr..a.1. 1wom6 i..n ;the. bMemen..t 06
Town. Hall (11 U 1 .6 .ln the bM eme.n.;t
b~c..a.Me they wanted :to make .owr.e
that I would .owr.v.lve even. i6 ;the
ILM.t ofi the town i.6 dutlwyed,"
.ohe ob.oellve.d hwnOJr. OMly}, wlU.
have a budge.;t 06 $2400 fio//. hell
depCVttme.n..t. Hell job wU1.. in.valve
cli.Jr.ection., pwr.c.ha6in.g, and c.ooJtrLin.a,Uon 06 uvil de6e.Me activ,i;t,le1,, and HMting;ton. ·w.U..l a.l.oo
be 1te1ip0Mible. 6oli. pca.:Ung the.
town on. a. "di.oM;te..Jt .6c.hedute.,"
i...6 n.e.c..M.6M!f. Vwu...ng .ouc.h a.
.ti.me pvuod, HaJ1JL..U1gton W.W
ha.ve jwr.i.odi...ction ave//. the. poUce.. and fii...lle. de..paJLtme.n:U. Halt:..
JU..ngton a.drru..tl.i that many Mpe.e-t!.>
o0 the. job 06 uvil de. 0e.Me won't
be eM y. " It ' .o a.n. a!ie.a. ;that hct6
alwalf.6 be.en dorn,i,n.ated blf men and
eo pec1.o.11.y a.;t:tJta.w .6 up eJt -pat//.i...o t
;type1,," .6he e.mpha.6,lzu. HMtin.g- ton, who i.6 the. mothVL ofi two
c.hildlte.n, helped M.ga.ni...ze. ;the
7975 New En.gland Gay Con6e..1tenc.e,
whi...c.h WM held in PJtovinc.e.;town.
-Gay Community News

PUN-ISHMENT ENOUGH! If Anita
Bryant, celebrated foe of
Gay civil rights in southern

Florida and spokesperson for
the Sunshine state's citrus
industry, was forced--as the
staff of Mainely Gay has
been--to swallow some of the
headlines in the Gay press
concerning her opposition
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to Gay people, she would .
have thrown in the .towel
long ago. Some sample headlines:
ANITA SQUEEZES MIAMI GAYS
(Cha.//.lo;t;te., N.C. F1t.e.e. P1te.6h)
ANITA BRYANT IS THE PITS

( Phle.a.de.lphi...a Ga.yz e.tte.}
JUICE QUEEN FIGHTS GAY RIGHTS

(San F1tan.c.i.oc.o Sent.lne.l)

When Bryant isn't hustling
oranges on the tube, she's a
Vice President (her husband
is President) of Fishers of
Men Opportunities, Inc., an
agency that books "Christian
talent." The Bryants live
in a 27-room v1lla on Biscayne Bay and their 'income
is estimated ~t $500,000 a
year.
IS HOMOSEXUALITY A "PROBLEM" IN
THE SOVIET UNION? "Not ht the.
le.Mt, 11 ILepoW the. MOSCOW NEWS,
the 060.lc..,la,e Amvuc.an language
oJtgan 06 the U.S.S. R. "And
.t>hould thelle be. any bullvi...dua.1.
c.cuu," the NEWS c.onti..nu.ed, "theq
Me dea.U, w.lth .6:tluc..ti.tJ. Unde..Jt
Sovie.;t lawh, homa.6 ex..ual.,i,.;tq i.6
puni....6hable btJ up to e),gh:t.. yealt.6
.lmpw onmen.t. "
-The Advocate

Lifelong Republican and former Air Force Sergeant Leonard Matlovich has become . a

Democrat, according to a
.·Washington Post interview.
Matlovich, who was forced
out of the Air Force after
revealing his homosexuality,
made the change after his
offer to form a Gays for
Ford group wa s rebuffed by
the GOP ... Commenting on the
D.C. bar s cene, Matlovich
said "Before I came to
Washington I t hought a Gay
bar was a gr imy little
place filled with fearful
people . When I came here,
I couldn't bel i eve it •••
the rugs •.• the dining
rooms .•. Richard Nixon
would feel comfortable
there . 11 [editor• s note :
no comment!] .
-San Francisco Sentinel

The. Gay Le.gal Enc.aunt.Vt and Exchange. J..-6 a. le.gal e.xc.hange.
6oJt..med to pJtov,lde ,6Jtee. le.gal
CL6.6J..-6ta.nc.e. to all Gay/bi p~oneM -lnc.aJLc.eJta.te.d ..ui 6edeJull a.nd
1.ita.te ,6a.cJli;Uu. Ava.lta.ble.
.6 Vtv-lc.u htch.Lde. Jt..U e.aJr..c.h ct.6.6,l,6tanc.e w.lth .the pJtepaJLa.:t,u,n o 6
,6u.,.i..;tt,, 6iling cl.a. M a.c.,tlan .6u..U'..6,
and -ln .6ame. c.CL6U, non-a.ppobi..:te.d
c.owi:t Jte.pnue..ntat.lon. FoJt.. _moJt..e
-ln6o.tuna...t.lon, WIUte. to: JeNty
V.lgheJta., PO Box 2, La.n.6-lng,
Ka.n.6M 66043.
GAYCON PRESS NEWSLETTER

example of homophobia
among coll~ge students was
reported by Marie Mitchell

An

in the Ke.ntuc.k.y KeJtnei.., who re- ·
lated a true but anonymous
t ale of what happened to a
soro rity woman when her "sis;_
ters" learned that she was
Gay . For almost three years,
"Mary" had been a typical
sor ority woman, enthusiastic
and loyal, but once she had
been honest about her sexual
preference, everything she
did or had done was reinterpreted as threatening to
others. "Mary" wondered why ,
if people were confident with
their own sexuality, they
were reacting to her with
such fear. The president of
the sorority tried to excuse
the group's actions--Mary was
asked to give up her pin, and .
leave the group--by appealing
to an often-repeated argument, "It's not a question of
right or wrong, but I must
act in the best interes t of
the Chapter." Sarah Jenk i ns,
panhellenic advisor, agreed
that the action taken was
probably overreaction, but
offered that a situation .like
Mary's was being dealt with
emotionally. She remarked
about the "closeness and
touching" involved iri a sorority, but said that this
would not be a problem until
the "intent" was questioned.
-ZAP Newsletter (Pe~n State
University)
Meanwhile, in another part of
town •••
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A c.WVtent and liv ety c.ampU6 deba.:t.e.
hM c.entvi.ed on :the. dl6c.1u.mbw.tion
met by Th)Jr.d WotLld pe.MOn.6 in KU
61/.a.:t.vi.n,U,i_u and -0 oJr..o tcJ.,u,u •
Ll.:ttte. hM be.e.n. .oaid a.bout. the.

o

moJ.it b.tatan;t c.M u a dM CJvi.m,ln.a :thm in :thue. Uvin.g u;tabwhme.ri.:v.., a.nd tha.:t ,l6 :the ope.n and
obnouou.6 J.iCJtee.nbig-out. of:i Gay
pe.o p.le.. Thu e. u.ta.bW hme.ntl.>,
notably 6tr.a;le.1trutiu, have be.e.n

quUe. hanut in a.drn,U:;t.,Lng .tha.:t

"-6a.ggou J.i..lmp£.y a.1te.n '.t al.lowed. 11
And one. ,lnd,lv,i,dua,l p!t.a.c.tica.Uy
go;t a. hoU6e.ho.td cha.owemen.t be.c.a.U.6 e. he. WM .6 potted by cmo:the.Jt
6'1.a..t bJto.the.Jr.. in :the. Gay Se.Jtv. foe.J.i
Ka.n.oa..o {GSOK] on6ic.e one.
a.{te.ttrz.oon. F!ta:t.6 a.nd -00Jto1ti:t.J..u
Jt.e.ma.ln :the. gJtea..t · cl.0-0 w an c.ampu.6, a.nd li' .6 fue to u.nlunge.
.tho.o e. dooM !

on

-The Yellow Brick Road
(University of Kansas)

The staff at Mainely Gay
- recently received their
exchange copy of "FPS: A
Magazine of Young People's
Liberation," and it's exceU.e.n.t/ We've run their ad
in this publication from
time to time, and we wonder
if people are turning on to
their work. Besides "FPS,"
they publish the following
youth liberation materials:
Student and Youth Organizing
Unfair to Young People: How
the Public Schools Got the
Way They Are
High School Women's Liberation
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Growing Up Gay
Youth Liberation: News, Politics
and Survival Information
Young People and the I.aw: What
the Courts Had to Say

You can get a complete list,
plus the prices, by writing
to Youth Liberation Press,
Inc., 2007 Washtenaw Avenue,
Ann Arbor, MI 48104. They're
non-profit.
Afexand!ua,. La. Thl6 e,i;ty' <> only
Ga.y .lounge, The. Lodge, ha;., unde.Jr..ta.ken a move. to 6oflma.Uy ci.oJ.:ie J.;t1,
dooM to the c);ty 'J.:i Bla.c..k Ga.y..6.
Ex_Vtc)A..lng a. pJt,<..va.:t.e club c.ha.Jt.te.Jt,
moJ.i.t o 6 the. dub' J.:i me.mbe.M aJte Jr.e.poue.d.ty ba.dung :the. move. :to kee.p
B.ta.c.k Gay-0 and a.the.Jr.. Bla.c.fv., out. o6
:the. down.town c.£.ub. The move. ha.o
a.n.ge./1.e.d .oome. 06 :the. c);ty'f.> Gay
pe.o ple who -0 e.e. :the d..w CJtimbiaV.o rz.
M be).ng upe.c.,,La,U.rJ hypoCJtliic.ol..
0:the.JL Afe.xa.n4,tua.- P,lne.ville a.Jtea.
Gay.o Me boyc.o:ttlng .the. ba.1t. Although :the. c..tu.b '.6 6;ta.te.-iMue.d
c..haJtteJr.. do v.; not a.Uow dl6 CJvlm,[rz.a. lion ba..oe.d on Jta.c.e., li dou allow
duu-pa.y,i,ng membe.M .to 1te.jec..t :the.
applic.a.:tion 06 a. ptc.o.6pe.c.tive. me.mbe.Jr... Ahno-b:t. aU Gay lounge..6 . Ln.
Lo uJ..6,la.rz.a. - -i..nci.udln.g :thOJ.:i e. ,lrz.

Ba.ton Rouge., Shll.e.ve.poJfA:, New 0Jtto

lea.n.o a.nd La.6a.ye.t:te.--aJte open
:the. public.. a.nd do no.t Jtequ)Jr_e

me.mbe.Mlup.6. Mo~.t 06 .them do not
diAcowr.a.ge. Blac.k pa,t,r.on.6.
-Bay Area Reporter

The Catholic Church has lo!ijl .

been front and center in its
outspoken opposition to Gay
rights, but in Phoenix, Arizona, a Catholic boys high
school has found homosexuality lucrative--as the
school recently inherited
a porn shop that sells,
among other things, Gay
·pornography. Brophy Prep
gained ownership of the
Empress Adult Theatre and
Club--·a combination porn
shop, topless bar and adult
theatre--after the former
owner died and bequeathed
the properties to the
school. The will is still
in probate though Brophy
president, Father Thom,
says the school plans to
put the money from the
properties "to good use."
Father Thom, however, adds,
"I'm afraid we just may be
hearing from Rome before
long."
-The Advocate

HARTFORD, Ct. -- The Sexual
Oll.,te.n..ta.,tion &i.R.1. ,i,6 now a.pp!Laa.c.hing a. c.on.61Lon.ta;t,i.on w,i;:th :the
Leg,v.,.la.twte. CWtJr.en:llq Bill
#5908 doe.6 no.t have cm. ex.a.a
da..te non he.a.Ju.ng.o, though :they
.oho ul..d. be.ghi .o ome.ti.me a:t :the
end 06 Fe.b1LU1Vty o!L .the. be.gin.n.lng
06 MMc.h. Al!:,o .6u.ppon.thtg U6 ,v.,
a.n abno.o.t ;(..lle.n.tlc.ai. b.£.te. (#969)
:t.ha..t ,i,6 being p!Le.oe.ru:e.d by the
CU:y 06 H(l!t;(:.6M..d' .ti Commlttee. on
Hu.man .Se.1Lvic.e6.

Me loofung pnett.y good, we ha.ve ~
not yet won the. ba..t:te.e., and he1.p,
6hta.nua.l a.nd o.the.JU.ul6e, M .o.til.,l
glLea.il-y needed. Can.tad :the
Co nne.c.tic..u.t: Ga.y Tlt¢ k F011..c.e. !CGTF)
a;t PO Bax 514, Ha.4t6aJtd, Ct.
06101.
-CGTF Newsletter

A report in the Feb. 18 issue
of CHICAGO GAY LIFE reveals
that a CHICAGO SUN-TIMES staf-

fer released information
alleging that "a CB channel

in Oregon has been taken over
by Lesbian tree-planters."

If there's more to this
story, no one's telling ••.
The olde6t e.wlin.g Ga.y publ.ic.a.Uon in PWa.de1.ph...la., THE WEEKLY
GAYZETTE, hlt¢ c..e.a.,6e.d pubLlc.a.:ti.on.
Ac.c.o~dhtg to Jo.oe.ph R. VeMaJLc..o 06
:the new6 pape.lL' .o .o.ta.6 6, the. GAYZETTX
hM pla.rL-6 ta .ta.u.nc.h a new pubUc.a.Uo n ge.Me.d to Ga.y ~e.a.delr..6 ht
mld-Ap1uL EriUtled "Ne.w Ga.y Une.:
A Mon.thty JoUILnai.," .the med..i.um
w.£.te. be. "a. ioJut.m 6011.. people.'¢
ide.M and op. .i.tiiorL-6, "a.n.d wi.U -~Wl..
be. de.d,lc.a..te.d ".to the. .Mme. pJt...i..nc....iple. 06 non-.oewm and· non-lLa.ci..om
a.o WM :the. 'Ga.yze.t:te.' . " It w...iU
be pu.bwhe.d by .SpJut.c.e Sbtee.t
Pn.e.6.6, Inc.. a.nd w.£.te. c.M!Ly poe:tJLy
and 6e.a:twte6. Tho.6e. in-tvr.uted
in v.vu...t.i.ng 601L New Ga.y U 0e c.an.
c..on.ta.d PO Box 13420, Prul.a.de1.ph...la.
PA 19101 60~ mo'1.e hi6otuna.tlon..A

AU.hough .th.i..ng.o
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UnclassifiedS

J

FREE BITS ..• 6~ee b,l;t,~ ••• FREE BITS, •. 6~ee b-<..t.6 ..• FREE B1TS,.,n4ee b-<..t.6
•GAY MALE, 42, in education,
would like to meet some other Gay
bisexual men and women, 35-50.
No married persons, please. Contact Ted, c/o MGTF, Box 4542,
Portland, ME 04112.

E VIEWS

WITHIN, a publication by and for Gay prisoners
is no longer in print due to a
decision of the Kansas prison
system authorities. When the
editor, William F. Smith, is
released from prison this June
he will start it back up and
inform us of its new address
on the outside.
FROM

8GAY ECOLOGIST, 27, seeks
college-age or older field
helper for research in Frenchman's Bay. Familiarity with
birds required, experience
with boat-handling desired.
Approx. dates May 23 to Aug.
l; room and board provided,
minimal salary. Send swnmary
of background, etc. to Box
203, Orono, ME 04473.
.GAY MAN, 44, in Pittsfield,

Maine, is interested in meeting others. Prefer ages 3545, but not ,imperative. Non-
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smoker, non-drinker, prefer quiet
home life, walking, camping.
Operate Florist business. Reply
to Earl Thaler, 27 Hartland Ave.,
Pittsfield, ME 04967.
.THE OLD GAY LIFE IS OUT-LIFE IS IN.
A new
----·-monthly journal of features,
thoughts , opinions, and the arts.
One year subscription--$7. Send
to: PO Box 13420, Phil a., PA 191011
NEW GAY

• ANYONE INTERESTED in having a
pen-pal in London (England)
through the Wimbledon Area Gay
Society (WAGS) please write to:
WAGS, c/o Box 4542, Portland, ME
04112. Please let us know if you
have any special interests that
you'd like us to keep in mind
while matching you with someone
across the h.i.g water.

• FOR SALE: 1937 Bassett dressing '
tabl~ ·ana stool, two small rugs,
and one tapestry rug. Call (Portland) 773-0377 mornings or evenings.
• WANTED: A young Gay male is
looking for a place to hang his
hat for two, possibly three
months
(continued on next page)

r

UnclassifiedS

J

FREE BITS •.• 6~ee b.lto ••• FREE BITS ... 6~ee b.lto ••. FREE BITS ... 6~ee b-lt!.,

(no more). Must be clean and
quiet. Don't mind sharing bath.
Open household preferred. Write
to: Chaz, Box 4542, Portland,
ME 04112 and let me know where
you are and when I can see the
place. Thanks!
• THE FOLLOWING PRISONERS wish
to have correspondence:

Roger Hall #034941
PO Box 221
Railford, Florida 32083
Don Smith #140-872
PO Box 787
Lucasville, Ohio 45648
Timothy Ireland
PO Box 100
Somers, Connecticut 06071
John Hedlund
PO Box 100
Somers, Connecticut 06071
Alan Darrah #055183
PO Box 747
Starke, Florida 32091
William F. Smith
PO Box 2
Lansing, Kansas 66043

(continued from left column)
Larry . Joe Purkey
P.M.B. #76070 Camp A-10
Angola, Louisiana 70712
Buddy Mcwatters
PO Box 221
Railford, Florida 32083 .
Jimmy Hall #006827
PO Box 747
East Unit Prison
Starke, Florida 32091

*

*

*

• BITS ARE FREE! They run for
two consecutive issues, unless
otherwise requested. Try 'em!
• COME TO WASHINGTON, D.C., Saturday, May 21, 1977! Celebrate Gay
love and Liberation! To demonstrate our Gay humanity, the May
21st Gay Action Coalition has committed itself to building for a
day of mass picketing of the U.S.
Supreme Court followed by celebrations of Lesbian and Gay male love.
we have chosen Saturday, May 21,
1977, in order to mark with outrage the first anniversary of the
homophobic Supreme Court decision
upholding Virginia's sodomy laws.A
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(__U_n_cl_as_si_fie_d_S_
Break Out of the
Sex- Role Prison
High School Women's Uberation is a col. lection of over 20 articles about young women's liberation.
Included are several book reviews, poetry
by young women, and discussions about the
school scene, sexism in textbooks, sports,
lesbianism, black women, sexuality, legal
rights, and music . Lavishly illustrated, it is
the best resource for young women available
anywhere.
Order from Youth Uberation, 2007 Washtenaw Ave., Dept. W,Ann Arbor Mi. 48104.
$1.25 each.

Now, there are

two editions ol

Th 8-12pm,Fr+Sa 7-lam

Gayellow Pages.

'!he NlllloMI Edlllon nc..- btinga to, the .-.tire
U.S.• . . . • c.n.da. PubN8hecl Nowmber (#1)Apl (#1); . . . . . . . . . . . . . ct.a; outsid9 North

Mwtc.S7.
' ! h e ~ . . _ Yaltl Edllon covwa lhe llw

=.:--.: =...-:..c::.:-~
- . ........... Ndloll ...... Yaltl tor Gay
- . _ " 11.25; SZ by maH .

Ptd< up your copy Ill West Side, your local booksto<e, o,
order from: Rerwiesar,ce Hause, Box 292, Dept. WS ,
Vllage Sia., New 'tbrt<, NY. 10014.
,,_. la no ct-. tor• baaic Gay911ow Pages antry.
.

. . . for ... appliclltlon.

Paid display advertising is also available. Howard Smith at
(212) 744-2785 o, 67!>-0143 can give you rates and any
other details

As well as being an indispensible guide for the gay
lraveler, Gayellow Pages is the standard reference work
lo, almost """'Y gay referral service in North America
Can you afford to be without it?

U.S. 202. Augusta.Maine
622-4393

_____.J
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(__U_n_cla_s_si_fie_d_S__J
DUALITY MEBCB4NDISE: MAGAZINES

Wed., Fri., Sat. & Sun. l-12pm

ti-LDCKEB BOD

Tue. & Thurs. 1-llpm

(Ma..-i.ne. '.6 F..i.M:t AduLt Ga.y Boolu:tM.e.)

LE4TBEB DODDS_&

BODES

&_NOVELTIES

e.J.d. 1968

413A

CUMBERLAND AVE.
PORTLAND

(__U_n_cl_as_si_fi_ed_S__J

*

*

83 Oak Street
Portland, Maine
773-5195

DISCO * BAR * GAMES
* COCKTAIL LOUNGE*
* DINING ROOM *
FRI

&SAT

COVER CHARGE:

$3.00 (2 FREE DRINKS)
F

